There were several errors in the author byline.

Drs. Lingxia Jiang and Pawel Gajer were mistakenly omitted from the author byline. Lingxia Jiang should be listed as the tenth author and is affiliated with the Institute for Genome Sciences, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States of America. Her contributions were as follows: Optimized the Affymetrix tiling chip protocol and processed all the Affymetrix tiling GeneChips (\>125). Contributed to the analysis of the GeneChip data.

Pawel Gajer should be listed as the 11th author and is affilated with the Institute for Genome Sciences, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States of America. His contributions were as follows: Developed the algorithm to extract SNP data from the microbial Affymetrix whole genome tiling GeneChip. Processed the GeneChip and extracted SNP data.

The eighth author\'s name appears incorrectly. It should be: Carla B. Trim.

The sixth author, Jacques Ravel, should appear as the fourteenth author.

[^1]: Conceived and designed the experiments: LJK PK. Performed the experiments: LJK CPT JAB WKC. Analyzed the data: LJK TP CPT JAB WKC PK. Contributed reagents/materials/analysis tools: TP DMW JR AH. Wrote the paper: LJK TP JF JM PK. Directed the study and edited the manuscript: PK. Provided managerial support for data generation: JS. Provided GIS analysis: DMW. Developed the B. anthracis microarray genotyping assay and screened the initial (128) isolates: JR. Provided the DNA of isolates from an historical collection: AH. Optimized the Affymetrix tiling chip protocol, processed all the Affymetrix tiling GeneChips (\>125), and contributed to the analysis of the GeneChip data: LJ. Developed the algorithm to extract SNP data from the microbial Affymetrix whole genome tiling GeneChip, processed the GeneChip and extracted SNP data: PG. Provided valuable insights into phylogenetic analyses and helped edit the manuscript: RO JF. Provided insights into Beringian ecosystems: JM. Edited the manuscript: JM.
